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Coming into 2020, it was apparent that this  
 would be a momentous year. The summer Olympics 
  would be held in Tokyo. The United States Census 
    Bureau would conduct the decennial Census, which is used
    for reapportioning seats in the House of Representatives
         among the states, redistricting to meet equal population 
          requirements, and producing data used for federal
                appropriations over the next 10 years. Party 
                       caucuses and primaries were to begin in early
                                February, culminating in the presidential
                                         election in November.

Most of those events will still happen. But the timing and 
the way in which they are conducted may change significant-
ly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 2020 Olympics 
have been postponed a year and will not commence until 
July 2021.1 In mid-March, the Census Bureau announced it 
was delaying its in-person field operations.2 In mid-April, the 
Bureau requested that Congress extend the statutory dead-
lines by 120 days to complete the decennial Census, report 
the reapportionment numbers to the President and prepare 
the data files used for redistricting.3 On March 19, California 
became the first state to issue a stay-at-home order. Arizona 
followed on March 31, along with most of the remaining 
states.4
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Elections proved that they 
were not immune to the pandemic’s ef-
fects. Arizona held its primary on March 
17, but it was one of the last states to do 
so. Sixteen states postponed their primaries 
because of the pandemic.5 Despite a stay-at-
home order, the closure of all non-essential 
businesses, and limits on the size of gath-
erings, Wisconsin proceeded with in-person 
voting during its primary on April 7—and 
was widely criticized for doing so.6 Milwau-
kee closed 175 of 180 polling locations, 
resulting in long lines and increased risks.7 
A terrible price may have resulted from the 
election. It was reported that over 50 people 
who voted in-person during the Wisconsin 
primary tested positive for the COVID-19 
virus within two weeks of voting.8

Against this backdrop, there is an in-
creasing call for alternatives to in-person 
voting, such as Vote-By-Mail (“VBM”). 
Nationally, polls show that a clear majority 
of Americans support VBM, with approx-
imately two-thirds in favor. While there is 
some partisan disagreement about VBM—
those who identify as Democrats or Inde-
pendents overwhelmingly favor it compared 
to 40 percent of Republicans—that divide 
tends to evaporate in states that already use 
it.9 A Pew survey reported that 68 percent 
of Republicans in those states support it.10 
Several bills have been introduced in Con-
gress that would mandate making VBM an 
option for conducting federal elections in 
November 2020.11

Elections conducted by VBM have been 
on the rise. In 1972, only four percent of 
all ballots were cast by mail. By 2008, 30 
percent of all ballots nationwide were cast 
by mail. In some states that offered a mail-
in voting option, up to half of all ballots 
were cast using that option. According to 
the National Conference of State Legisla-
tures (NCSL), by the end of 2019, at least 
22 states currently use some form of VBM 
for their elections, with three states (Colo-
rado, Oregon and Washington) conducting 
all voting by mail.

Arizona first made VBM available to all 
voters in 1998. Arizona law provides, “Any 
election called pursuant to the laws of this 
state shall provide for early voting. Any 
qualified elector may vote by early ballot.”12 
The 2010 election marked the first time that 
more than half of all ballots cast in Arizona 
were through VBM.13 Currently, approxi-

mately 80 percent of all Arizonans receive 
their ballot by mail.14

NCSL explains how VBM commonly 
works: 

The voter marks the ballot, puts it in a 
secrecy envelope or sleeve and then into 
a separate mailing envelope, signs an 
affidavit on the exterior of the mailing 
envelope, and returns the package 
via mail or by dropping it off. Ballots 
are mailed out well ahead of Election 
Day, and thus voters have an “election 
period,” not just a single day, to vote. 
… [T]his does not preclude in-person 
voting opportunities on and/or before 
Election Day. For example, despite the 
fact that all registered voters in Colora-
do are mailed a ballot, voters can choose 
to cast a ballot at an in-person vote 
center during the early voting period or 
on Election Day (or drop off, or mail, 
their ballot back).15

VBM is a viable option for many voters. 
However, it is not a panacea for the challeng-
es of voting during a pandemic. For many 
voters, especially Native Americans and oth-
ers living in remote or rural areas, casting 
a ballot by mail is not possible. As a result, 
the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona opposes 
having all ballots cast through VBM.16 One 
tribal member from Montana went even 
further, describing VBM as “regressing … I 
would see it as a Jim Crow law.”17 This ar-
ticle explains why having in-person and re-
lated voting options are necessary to ensure 
that those living in Indian Country have a 
voice in the political process.

Disparities Affecting  
Native Voter Access

Members of the 574 federally recognized 
tribes18 face many barriers to political par-
ticipation. Although many other American 
voters share some of these obstacles, no oth-
er racial or ethnic group faces the combined 
weight of these barriers to the same degree 
as Native voters in Indian Country. More-
over, the government-to-government rela-
tionship between the tribes and the United 
States is unique to the American Indian and 
Alaska Native (AIAN) population. “First 
generation” voting barriers—those that 
prevent eligible people from registering to 
vote, casting a ballot, and having that ballot 

counted—remain the dominant paradigm 
in Indian Country. Those obstacles often 
are exacerbated by the general disparities 
that Native voters face when trying to par-
ticipate in non-tribal elections.

Historical Distrust of the
Federal Government
It is impossible to fully understand voting 
barriers in Indian Country without starting 
with the bad relationship the indigenous 
population has had, and continues to have, 
with the federal government. Antipathy and 
distrust persist toward federal, state and 
local governments because of past (and in 
some cases ongoing) actions that discrimi-
nate against Natives or that undermine the 
preservation of their culture and heritage.

In a recent survey of 2,800 Native vot-
ers in four states, including Arizona, Native 
voters expressed the greatest trust in their 
Tribal Governments. Although the federal 
government was identified by respondents 
as the most trusted of non-tribal govern-
ments (federal, state, local), the level of trust 
ranged from a high of just 28 percent in Ne-
vada to a low of only 16.3 percent in South 
Dakota.19 Those negative experiences often 
are exacerbated and reinforced when Native 
Americans are denied equal opportunities to 
register to vote and to cast ballots that are 
counted. This distrust also helps to explain 
why many Native voters choose not to cast a 
ballot using VBM.

Geographic Isolation
While 84 percent of the U.S. population 
lives in urban areas,20 many Native Ameri-
cans live in rural communities. The isolat-
ed locations of tribal lands contribute to 
the political exclusion of Native Americans. 
Approximately one-third of all American 
Indians and Alaska Natives live in Hard-to-
Count Census Tracts—roughly 1.7 million 
out of 5.3 million people from the 2011-
2015 American Community Survey (ACS) 
estimates.21 The states with the greatest 
percentage of the Native population in such 
tracts reside in the western states: New Mex-
ico (78.6 percent), Arizona (68.1 percent) 
and Alaska (65.6 percent).22 Geographic 
isolation is a significant reason states like Ar-
izona have such a large percentage of their 
Native population in Hard-to-Count areas.

Isolation due to physical features such 
as mountains, canyons, oceans, rivers and 
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vast expanses of unoccupied 
land are compounded by an 

absence of paved roads to connect tribal 
lands with off-reservation communities. 
Even where roads are present, Native voters 
often lack reliable transportation to travel 
the vast distances to county seats, election 
offices and post offices. Inclement weath-
er conditions frequently make such travel 
impossible, particularly in early November 
when general elections are held and VBM 
ballots are returned.

Socioeconomic Barriers
Socioeconomic barriers likewise make the 
voting process less accessible for Native 
Americans. Native peoples have the highest 
poverty rate of any population group, 26.6 
percent, which is nearly double the poverty 
rate of the nation as a whole.23 The poverty 
rate is even higher on Indian reservations 
and in Alaska Native villages, at 38.3 per-
cent.24 The median household income of 
single-race AIAN households in 2016 was 
$39,719, far below the national median 
household income of $57,617.25

Native Americans also have lower rates of 

educational attainment. Among the AIAN 
population 25 years of age and older, 20.1 
percent had less than a high school educa-
tion. The unemployment rate of those aged 
16 and older in the workforce was 12 per-
cent. Approximately 19.2 percent lacked 
health insurance, and 13.4 percent of all 
occupied households lacked access to a ve-
hicle, making it impossible to travel great 
distances to register and vote.26

Language Barriers and 
Illiteracy
Dozens of different dialects are widely 
spoken among the major AIAN languag-
es. Over a quarter of all single-race AIANs 
speak a language other than English at 
home.27 Two-thirds of all speakers of 
AIAN languages reside on a reservation or 
in a Native village,28 including many who 
are linguistically isolated, have limited En-
glish skills, or a high rate of illiteracy.29

Alaska, Arizona and New Mexico have 
the largest number of Limited-English 
Proficient (LEP) persons voting-age cit-
izens (that is, U.S. citizens who are 18 
years of age and older). Between them, 

they account for approximately 87 percent 
of all AIANs who reside in an area required 
to provide language assistance in an AIAN 
language under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act.30

Illiteracy also is very prevalent among 
LEP AIANs, especially among Tribal Elders. 
In Alaska, in Section 203-covered areas for 
which Census data is available, the illiteracy 
rate among LEP Alaska Natives of voting 
age is 40 percent for Aleut-speakers, 28.4 
percent for Athabascan-speakers, 15 percent 
for Yup’ik-speakers, and 8.2 percent for Inu-
piat-speakers.31 In Arizona, in covered areas 
for which Census data is available, the illit-
eracy rate among LEP American Indians of 
voting age is 25 percent for Navajo-speakers 
and 6.8 percent for Apache-speakers.32 Sim-
ilar levels of illiteracy are prevalent in other 
areas of Indian Country.

Lack of Broadband Access 
and Internet Use
Among all population groups, the digital di-
vide is most profoundly felt in Indian Coun-
try. People residing in tribal areas have virtu-
ally no access to computers or the internet, 
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with the Federal Trade Com-
mission estimating broadband 
penetration in tribal commu-
nities at less than 10 percent.33 
Not surprisingly, the hardest to 
count Census areas for the ru-
ral AIAN population are all on 
reservations or in Alaska Na-
tive villages lacking reliable and 
affordable broadband access. 
To illustrate that fact, a map-
ping tool shows how Hard-to-
Count Census Tracts correlate 
with reservations.34

Barriers That VBM 
Imposes on Native Voters
VBM is not a simple or easy task for Native 
American voters. In addition to general bar-
riers impeding voting access, VBM adds an 
additional layer of challenges. Lack of home 
mail delivery, the need for language transla-
tions, and lack of access to public transporta-
tion and vehicles impede voter participation 
by mail. In general, VBM is not as accessible 
for Native Americans living in tribal com-
munities as it for voters in urban areas. In 

fact, an all-VBM system can effectively elim-
inate voting opportunities for some AIAN 
communities if no polling locations are lo-
cated within their communities.

Housing Instability,  
Homelessness and  
“non-Traditional” Addresses
VBM is premised on what appears to be a 
simple concept in Arizona: Any registered 
voter can inform their county elections of-
fice that they want a mail-in-ballot, which 
will be mailed to them and returned by 
the deadline. Despite its seeming appeal, 
that concept readily breaks down in much 

of Indian Country, primarily for 
two reasons: housing instability/
homelessness and lack of a physi-
cal address where election materi-
als will be mailed.

According to the 2016 ACS, 
only 52.9 percent of single-race 
AIAN householders owned their 
own home, compared to 63.1 
percent of the total population.35 
AIANs also experience high levels 
of literal homelessness and near 
homelessness.36

When defining “literal homelessness” as 
living on the street and “near homelessness” 
as living in a place that is not one’s own 
(e.g., not having their own home—couch 
surfing, living with a friend, doubling up), 
the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) discovered that 99.8 
percent of tribes surveyed said that their 
members experience near homelessness37 
and 88 percent of tribes also stated that, de-
spite “doubling up” or living with a friend, 
their members also experience literal home-
lessness.38 HUD has estimated that, out of 
399,400 households in tribal areas, 67,900 

Members of the 574 federally 
recognized tribes face 

many barriers to political 
participation. No other racial 

or ethnic group faces the 
combined weight of these 

barriers to the same degree.
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households include someone 
who qualifies as near homeless. There are 
an estimated 42,100 to 84,700 living in 
near homelessness in tribal areas. Seventeen 
percent of AIANs surveyed stated that they 
have people living in their household only 
because they have nowhere else to go.39

Even for those who have a home, ac-
cess to voting in Indian Country is made 
substantially more difficult because of the 
prevalence of “non-traditional” address-
es. Non-traditional addresses are prevalent 
among AIANs residing on tribal lands. 
These addresses encompass “noncity-style 
addresses, which the Census Bureau defines 
as those that do not contain a house number 
and/or a street name.”40 Examples of non-
city-style mailing addresses include: general 
delivery; rural route and box number; high-
way contract route and box number; post 
office box only delivery; or location descrip-
tions such as “Brick house with attached ga-
rage on the right,” geographic coordinates, 
or other geographic coding. It is common-
place for homes on tribal lands to use nonci-
ty-style addresses.

Urban Native Americans also struggle to 
receive mail. In some cases, multiple unre-
lated families live in a single housing unit, 
making it difficult to receive mail.41

Lack of Regular and Reliable 
Access to Mail
As a part of their unique reality, many Tribal 
communities do not have the same infra-
structure as the majority of America. Some 
limitations in infrastructure include lack of 
paved roads and public transportation. The 
lack of paved roads on reservation lands 
hinders access to voting locations, voter 
registration sites, and post office locations. 
During inclement weather, unpaved roads 
may become impassable and further im-
pede voters. The Indian Reservation Roads 
(IRR) program takes care of more than 
144,000 miles of roads, and over 60 percent 
of those roads are unpaved dirt and grav-
el roads.42 According to the BIA, approx-
imately 17,130 miles of existing roads in 
the National Tribal Transportation Facility 
Inventory are unimproved and earth surface 
roads.43 When considering only BIA and 
tribal roads, the percent of unpaved roads 
increases to 80 percent.44

In addition, 27 percent of all the bridges 
in the IRR system are deficient.45 In Arizo-

na, the Navajo Reservation has over 10,000 
miles of roads, 86 percent of which are un-
paved.46 “Because of the poor quality of the 
road systems on Indian reservations, many 
of the roads are unnamed and not serviced 
by the U.S. Postal Service. … A significant 
number of these reservation residents have 
no traditional street addresses.”47

Due to the lack of traditional addresses:

Most reservation residents do not 
receive mail at their homes and either 
pay to maintain a post office box in a 
nearby town or receive their mail by 
general delivery at a trading post or oth-
er location. Some reservation residents 
have to travel up to seventy miles in one 
direction to receive mail.48

In Arizona, for example, only 18 percent 
of Native American voters outside of urban 
Maricopa (metropolitan Phoenix) and Pima 
(metropolitan Tucson) areas have physical 
addresses and receive mail at home.49 The 
Navajo Nation, the largest reservation in the 
United States, does not have an addressing 
program, and most people live in remote 
communities.50 Residents have “little to no 
vehicle access, only post office boxes, some-
times shared by multiple families.” Similarly:

There is no home delivery in the 
Tohono O’odham Nation, where there 
are 1,900 post office boxes and some 
cluster mail boxes. … Residents come 
to the post office every two or three 
weeks to get their mail. Due to the lack 
of transportation, the condition of the 
roads, and health issues, some go to 
post office only once per month.51

Throughout Indian Country, many Na-
tive voters can only receive election mail 
through post office boxes.52 There is an in-
sufficient supply of post office boxes on or 
near tribal lands to meet the high demand, 
requiring many tribal members to obtain 
post office boxes in communities that can 
be located more than 100 miles away.53 The 
lack of P.O. boxes causes multiple families 
to share a single box, including unrelat-
ed adults living in different households.54 
When a family is kicked off a shared mail-
box, they are effectively disenfranchised be-
cause there is no way for them to receive 
early ballots by mail.55

The difficulties accessing mail make 
VBM difficult because traveling to the 
P.O. box to pick up your ballot and then 
returning it can be an all-day task; without 
a car, it may be impossible. The distances 
Native voters must travel to obtain mail is 
compounded by the socioeconomic factors 
faced by Native because of decreased access 
to public transportation, personal transpor-
tation, or requisite funds to travel such dis-
tances to obtain or return a ballot. Getting 
mail-in ballots is a “big problem” for Native 
voters.56

The Need for In-Person 
Language Assistance
Even if a voter receives a ballot by mail, 
some Native voters need oral language as-
sistance to cast a ballot. There are over 
370,000 Native American language speak-
ers.57 Of these, about 84,000 Native Ameri-
cans report speaking English “less than very 
well.”58 Only a handful of Native languages 
are written, and not every speaker can read 
their native language. Without adequate 
translations, both oral and written, Native 
language speakers are at a disadvantage 
when trying to vote. However, there is no 
effective way to provide this oral language 
assistance by mail as required by Section 
203 of the Voting Rights Act.

Section 203 mandates, “Whenever any 
State or political subdivision [covered by the 
section] provides registration or voting no-
tices, forms, instructions, assistance, or oth-
er materials or information relating to the 
electoral process, including ballots, it shall 
provide them in the language of the applica-
ble minority group as well as in the English 
language.”59 As of 2016, jurisdictions in 10 
states must provide language assistance to 
Native American and Alaska Native voters 
under Section 203.60 Despite this require-
ment, not all jurisdictions provide adequate 
language assistance, and several admitted 
to doing nothing to comply with Section 
203.61

VBM leads to the closure of polling lo-
cations, which can result in effectively deny-
ing voting opportunities for Native voters. 
When San Juan County, Utah, switched to 
an all-VBM system, it closed all of the poll-
ing locations on the Navajo Reservation. 
Navajo voters, including those who needed 
language assistance, were required to travel 
up to four hours one way to the sole in-per-
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son voting location to vote.62 
Changes to and closure of poll-
ing locations and anything that 
increases costs, such as increased 
travel and distance, decreases 
voter turnout.63 The decreased 
socioeconomic status affects the 
ability of the Native voter to 
bear the additional costs.64

VBM also results in ballots 
not being counted and is con-
cerning for LEP voters. Ballots 
cast by mail are 10 times more 
likely to be rejected than votes 
cast in-person.65 VBM requires that multi-
ple steps be completed in order for the bal-
lot to count, resulting in more risks that the 
ballot will not be counted or “lost” as com-
pared to in-person voters.66 In the 2008 
election, approximately 4.1 million votes 
were lost in the VBM pipeline. The prima-
ry problem was unfulfilled ballot requests; 
other problems included rejection of ballots 
for failure to sign the ballot, failure to re-
turn the ballot timely, and mistakes mark-
ing the ballot.67 For reservation voters, it 

can take a week to receive mail, and a week 
to return mail due to the circuitous route 
of mail delivery, making VBM an unreliable 
option.

Following the 2018 election, the Navajo 
Nation and Navajo voters filed suit arguing 
that the lack of language assistance in the 
VBM process violated Section 203. Even 
though there is low participation in VBM 
on the Navajo Reservation, over 100 ballots 
were discarded for failure to sign the ballot 
affidavit. These voters were neither prop-

erly instructed in the Navajo 
language on how to complete 
the ballot and were not given 
an opportunity to cure the de-
ficiency, violating Section 203, 
and the lack of curing violated 
the Equal Protection and Due 
Process clauses of the U.S. Con-
stitution.68

Marginalized communities 
show a greater rate of ballot re-
jection, and “[m]ail-in ballots 
in Apache and Coconino coun-
ties were rejected for missing 

signatures at twice the statewide rate.”69 
Although the settlement agreement in that 
case required the Secretary of State to in-
clude a ballot-curing provision in the elec-
tion manual to allow unsigned ballot voters 
the same amount of time to cure as those 
with mismatched signatures and those who 
fail to show ID on election day, the Attor-
ney General quashed that change.70 Because 
curing is not equally accessible, a VBM sys-
tem would further disenfranchise Native 
voters in Arizona.

Lack of home mail delivery,  
the need for language 

translations, and lack of 
access to public transportation 

and vehicles impede voter 
participation by mail.
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The Need For 
                 Ballot Collection
In DNC v. Hobbs,71 plaintiffs challenged the 
validity of Arizona’s ballot collection law, 
which criminalized the collection and de-
livery of another person’s ballot. Until the 
state Legislature enacted H.B. 2023, Arizo-
na did not restrict third parties from collect-
ing or dropping-off completed early ballots. 
Due to various factors, such as lack of access 
to reliable mail and lack of transportation, 
minority voters relied heavily on third-par-
ty assistance to return their early ballots as 
compared to non-minority voters. A similar 
law failed to receive preclearance approval 
from the Department of Justice when Ar-
izona was covered under Section 5 of the 
Voting Rights Act.

An en banc panel of the Ninth Circuit 
found that Arizona’s ballot collection law 
violated Section 2 of the Voting Rights 
Act and disproportionately impacted Na-
tive Americans and other minorities. The 
Court also found that the law was passed 
with discriminatory intent in violation of 
the Fifteenth Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution.

Due to the mail issues, lack of transpor-
tation and general disparities noted above, 
ballot collection can ensure that a Native 
voter’s ballot arrives to the county or poll-
ing location in order to be included in the 
count. Also, because many voters rely on 
others to deliver and return mail, it is likely 
that Native voters would violate the ballot 
collection law just by engaging in their reg-
ular activities of assisting their neighbors.

Cultural Issues Favoring 
In-Person Voting
Many Native voters reject VBM because it 
is antithetical to their culture of in-person 
civic participation. “[P]eople like to vote in 
person, because there’s a community atti-
tude, almost carnival-like attitude.” Tribes 
create a festive environment with food and 

events to encourage Native voters to partic-
ipate.72 A consistent theme is that Native 
voters on both reservations73 and in urban 
areas “want to go into a space” to vote, such 
as polling place in their community.74

The preference for in-person voting also 
has its roots in the high levels of distrust that 
Native voters have for non-tribal govern-
ment. Native voters have “the least trust in 
the local levels” of non-tribal government, 
such as the state and county officials run-
ning the elections. That distrust is manifest 
in their opinions on VBM compared to oth-
er methods of casting ballots. About 89 per-
cent had at least some trust that their in-per-
son ballot would be counted. “Vote by mail, 
in contrast, garnered much lower levels of 
trust. Only 24 percent had complete trust. 
And the same percentage, 24 percent, had 
no trust in voting by mail.” The high levels 
of distrust for VBM show that it “is not a 
viable substitute for in-person or voting at 
an early election site someplace where the 
individuals put the ballots themselves in the 
box.”75

The voting experiences of Native vot-
ers corroborate their lack of trust that their 
mail-in ballot will be counted.76 In the 2016 
election in Arizona, voters at the Bylas pre-
cinct on the San Carlos Reservation and the 
Pasqua Yaqui Tribal precinct were told they 
had to vote by provisional ballot because 
they were either on the permanent early 
voting list, and in one case a voter was told 
she had “voted early already, even though 
she insisted that she had not.”77

The negative experience that Native vot-
ers continue to have with non-tribal gov-
ernments plays a significant role in their 
fear of VBM. Researchers found that Native 
voters did not want to put their address on 
the mail-in ballot because they believed that 
their address would be used to discriminate 
against them.78 This is a remarkable finding 
because it so closely parallels the experience 
of African-American voters in the South.79

Native voters also expressed concerns 
that VBM is less secure than voting in a 
polling place. The lack of security increas-
es the distrust that some voters have in the 
process.80

Conclusions: The 2020  
Election and Beyond

While social distancing and reducing con-
tact are important measures for the 2020 
election, states and counties have a duty and 
responsibility to provide accessible voting 
to all voters. Instead of trying to force all 
voters to cast a ballot by mail, which may 
be rejected, election officials can do a variety 
of things to increase voting opportunities 
while reducing contact.

Expand in-person voting opportunities. 
Indian Country has unequal access to early 
voting, and expanding early voting to Trib-
al lands during the early voting period will 
reduce lines and in-person contact on elec-
tion day. Pinal County purchased a mobile 
voting unit, designating it as an early voting 
location. This will allow the county to reach 
more voters during the early voting period.

Maintain polling locations on Tribal 
lands.

Provide additional opportunities for el-
derly and sick voters to vote at home by ad-
vertising the use of special election boards.

Increase the use of curbside and/or drive 
through voting.

Inform voters of the changes and addi-
tional opportunities to address potential 
fears of contact and to inform them of mea-
sures being taken to address health con-
cerns.

For those who do vote by mail, add 
drop-box locations to Tribal lands and dep-
utize Tribal employees as election officials to 
collect and receive ballots.

Election officials should coordinate with 
Tribal officials to ensure that they are work-
ing together to address the needs of Tribal 
voters. 
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